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Read, the whole project d,eescript'íon before starti,ng to program
In this project we solve the following initial value problem for the system of ordinary

differential equations (ODtrs)

u':Au+/(Í), u(0) :zo€RÀr,

where u(Í) is the unknown vector function, the M x M matrix A and the M-vector function
/(f) are given. We solve (1) bV the implicit midpoint rule scheme:

un+l ?.0'

(1)

(2)- nuntr +un * Í(tr+rlz),

where r > 0 is the time step size and un is an approximation to the solution u(t") at the time
step n, tn: ïtr.In the scheme the next time step solution tl't1 can be obtained by solving
a linear system with the matrix I -;A. Since the solution ,nr1 i. not readily available, the
scheme is implicit.

ODE system is obtained from a spatial discretization of an initial-boundary value problem
(IBVP) for a three-dimensional partial differential equation. For example, you can take the
problem and discretization described in Appendix A below. You can also take another matrix
A but the matrix you choose should be large enough (5000 or larger).

The aim of the project is to compare different iterative solution strategies for the implicit
scheme (2). Every time step the linear system tn un*r has to be solved. One wants to
compute an accurate approximate solution uN x u(T) at the final time T : It{r with as little
as possible computational work.

r We will measure the computational work as the number of (eventually preconditioned)
matrix-vector multiplications. The accuracy of uN is assessed by the error defined as

error:l-L=1-#l-

where u§.., is the reference solution, e is the machine precision (see "he1p eps" in
MATLAB) and the division is done elernentwise. The reference solution is to be com-
puted with the MATLAB built-in time integration scheme ode23 and this may take
significant computing time. Do not change the parameters AbsTof and ReITol) and

take care that the MATLAB solver does not return solution at al1 the intermediate
moments of time (you only need the final time solution u*u.t : u(T)).



We are interested in the step sizes r for which the error is within the range [0.01,0.1].
The final time 7 should be chosen such that with the Iargest possible r at least 100

time steps have to be done to reach 7.

Implement first the time integration scheme in such a way that the linear system in un*r
is solved very accurately (use the MATLAB default stopping criterion llrrllillroll <
10-6). The error delivered by the scheme should be of second order, i.e. it has to be

approximateiy factor four smaller when r is halved.

Now try to experiment with the stopping criterion in the iterative solver to reduce the

computational work. Can we relax the stoppin§ criterion? How much? Perhaps it is a
good idea to perform a fixed number of iterations in the linear solver at each time step?

Make plots showing the error versus r and the error versus the computational work for

different iterative strategies.

Incorporate simple preconditioning (IC/ILU, SSOR). Tly to use different iterative solvers.

What is the most efficient strategy?

Write a report of at most 10 pages on your investigations. Include your codes into the
report as appendices and email your report and all your Matlab files to me.

A An example of IBVP and its discretization

You can take the following IBVP:

'ttrt: IJ* * ur, * ur, * f (r,A, z,t),
(*,y,r) € íl: [0,1] x [0,1] x [0,1], u(r,u,2,0): given functionin r,y,z,
0ulI íl

- 
tr.

dnlaa

and reduce it to (1) by the standard second order finite difference approximation

ur*(íxt,yi, zn,t) x ut-t,jJ.. 2ui,j,X * ut+t,j,*
'o )
fr.,

and similarly for uoo and u"r. Here ui,i,1": u(ri,Ui,zk,Í) are the (approximate) values of the

unknown function u at the nodes (r;, g j, zn) of the spatial mesh which can be taken as

ri: (i, - 0.5)h,, ai:u_0.5)ha, zp:(k-0.5)h",

with hu, ho arrd h, being the mesh sizes. Since the mesh is shifted by the half step size,

we can approximate the derivative in the boundary conditions by the second order central

differences:
0u1

onlaa,,:o
ut,i,k - uo,i,tí

h,

and similarly for r : 1 and the other parts of Öí).

For this project, a spatial mesh with, say, 20 x 20 x 20 nodes can be taken.


